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During the past Summer the 
librarians withdrew 80,000 + 
volumes from the Science and 
Engineering library without any 

meaningful consultation with faculty 
and students. 

  In addition about half of the collection left consists of 
journals that are now on line and should have been 

removed



Excerpts of Report of the 
Commission on the Future 
of the UC Berkeley Library, 
October 2013

It is the Commission’s view that calls 
to cease or decrease developing 
print collections in favor of “having 
access” are imprudent. 

There is simply no great University without a 
great Library. 

 Currently our campus has a  
Science and Engineering library  of a 

third class University 



www. 
mercury.com/2016/12/24/montgomery-on-ucsc

s-outrageous-mass-destruction-of-books



Over the summer, workmen removed most of the books from
our Science and Engineering Library at the University of California at Santa Cruz. 
Roughly 80,000 books, worth between $2-$6 million were destroyed or shipped 
off campus to distant storage facilities.

The act was taken with virtually no faculty 
input.

In 1990, when I arrived to work at UCSC, I took 
pride in our Science Library.
By 2000 new journals were no longer displayed.
By 2010 the journal room was gone, turned into 
a large study. We could no longer browse new 
journals.
After journals had been vanquished, the next 
enemy was clear: books.
At the beginning of this Fall quarter I entered 
the library. No books on the first floor. I walked 
up to the second floor, where the math and 
physics collection used to be. Nothing. No 
books.



In shock, I went down to talk to a librarian. “What happened to 
all the books? I’d heard some were left.”

He gave me a wan smile. “They’re in the basement.”

Down in the basement about half the original collection of 
math and physics books huddled dejectedly in a corner, valiant 
survivors.

I’ve since found that the phenomenon of shrinking and 
destroying university research libraries is international. But as 
we like to say here at UCSC, we are at the vanguard.
Our head librarian prefers the word “de-duplicate” to 
“destroy”, “remove” or “shred”.

The rationale behind de-duplication? Space. Empty study space 
with desks for the flood of 600 additional students UC Santa 
Cruz was pressured to admit this Fall.

How did the library staff decide what books to 
de-duplicate? Data, analytics, the ubiquitous algorithm, devoid 
of a human element. If a book had not been touched, according 
to library data, in the last five years, then it went on their 
chopping list.

This rationality ignores the library’s clients: humans.



My friend Gildas, a biblical scholar, went to the Science library 
last week to consult an important book on ancient 
technologies. He had consulted the book several times before. 
Oops! De-duplicated.

Like me and many users of libraries, Gildas marks the place 
from which he takes a book and carefully reshelves it when he 
is done, saving the library staff reshelving work. The algorithm 
missed his book and now it is shredded or moldering in a 
distant storage facility.

A copy of Gildas’s book does survive. At UCSF. Its survival now 
depends, like that of our entire de-duplicated collection, on the 
kindness of distant librarians.

No chance was given to students or faculty to buy the books. 
Millions of dollars of public property was destroyed. A 
long-standing and painstakingly collected archive was removed 
to solve a temporary space problem.

The library “lost” the list of the books which it de-duplicated, 
so we don’t know which among them were rare or important. 
We are still waiting for the library staff to recover their list.

In the meantime: don’t reshelve your books



Upper floor









Dear Ms. Scott, (Science librarian)                          Oct. 25/2016
Please send me a list of science faculty members
who were consulted in the recent changes that have
been made to our science library.
Thanks, Michael

Dear Professor Nauenberg,                                       Oct. 25, 2016
Christy Caldwell let me know she spoke with you about the science collection. We 
consulted with the following faculty and administrative groups:

• Administrative Leadership Team
• CoLaSC
• PBSci Department Chairs

It is also my understanding that Dean Koch sent out a communication because we 
received emails from faculty prior to the start of the project.
best,
Kerry Scott
AUL, Collections & Services



Elizabeth Cowell,         Nov 1, 2016 
to John(Bono),  Kerry (Scott), Robert(Johnson), Paul(Koch)
Professor Nauenberg,

I am responding on behalf Kerry Scott. There are no lists to share. All of the titles removed from the
Science & Engineering Library are available via ILL or online. Please send me the titles that you are unable to 
find that you need for your research.

Elizabeth Cowell

Dear Ms. Scott,               Oct. 27, 1018

Thank you for your prompt  response to my  recent  request  for the names of science
faculty who were consulted  regarding the recent changes that have been
made to our Science library.  In your  response, you stated that you consulted 
 PBSci Department Chairs.  But I have contacted the Chair of our Physics department, 
Robert Johnson, who told me  that  he had never been consulted by you. Nor has any other 
member of our Physics dept. been aware,  until the past few days, of the changes that you 
have made to our Physics collection in the Science Library 
Please send us a  list of all the   Physics books and periodicals  that have been  removed 
from our previous collection in the Science library.  Indicate in this list whether these 
books have been either transferred to other UC libraries, or discarded,  by adding the 
symbol "t" or *d".
Sincerely,

Michael Nauenberg
Professor of Physics (emeritus)
University of California
Santa Cruz, CA 95064
cc,  Professor Robert Johnson,  Chair of the Physics Dept.
       PbSci Dean  Paul Koch
       Science Librarian    Christy Caldwell



On Tue, Oct 25, 2016 at 11:48 PM, Max Claire <max@ucolick.org> wrote:

Dear UCSC Library Colleagues,

It has come to my attention that the Science and Engineering Library has been “cleaning out” its
collection of books in order to make interaction space available.
As Director of UC Observatories, I am concerned about what may have happened to books from the
Lick Observatory that had been moved to the Science Library when the Lick faculty moved to UCSC
from Mount Hamilton. I am told that there were many pre-1960s books on the shelves for check-out in
the Science Library that originally came from Lick Observatory, including a number of over-sized books
and chart collections, some of them quite precious, such as copies of Moon and other atlases, rare
USGS reports, etc.
Can you please update me on the fate of these books and charts?

Many thanks,
Claire Max
Director, UC Observatories (including Lick Observatory)

From: Elizabeth Cowell <mcowell@ucsc.edu>
Subject: Re: De-duplication at Science Library: Lick Observatory materials
Date: October 26, 2016 at 9:20:49 AM PDT
To: Max Claire <max@ucolick.org>
Cc: Bolte Mike <bolte@ucolick.org>, Tony Misch <lo@tonymisch.net>, Smith Graeme
<graeme@ucolick.org>, Jason Nielsen <jnielsen@ucsc.edu>, Kerry Scott <scottk@ucsc.edu>

Dear Professor Max,
Thank you for your email. At the outset of the Science & Engineering Library consolidation project, we
identified the Lick Library collection as material that would be better served in Special Collections. It is
too valuable to be in open stacks. All titles are available in Cruzcat and available by request in Special
Collections in McHenry Library.
Elizabeth

mailto:max@ucolick.org
mailto:mcowell@ucsc.edu




Hello Janet,                                                                                                             July 19, 2016

I recently got the details of weeding the S&E collection for expansion, and I am very curious as to the books to be 
withdrawn. I spent some good times looking at the old astro collections and other miscellaneous "unwanted" books, and I 
am adamant on getting to look through books sent for pulping. 

To my understanding, any unused unique texts will go to NRLF, whereas books that are unused and have a few 
duplicates on WorldCat will be terminated. I want to look at some of these books and possibly keep (or buy) some.  I look 
forward to hearing from you, and thanks for your time. Have a great weekend.

- Cameron (mckeen)
  

From: Kerry Scott <scottk@ucsc.edu>
Date: Fri, Jul 22, 2016 at 6:35 PM
Subject: Re: Science Library Project
To: cam mackeen <cmackeen@ucsc.edu>

Dear Cameron,

I appreciate your request and I share the goal of preserving exactly the 
items you outline and have set-up the title review process to respect 
those criteria. I am sorry that I cannot accommodate your request. 

best,

Kerry Scott 



On Tue, Jul 19, 2016 at 1:41 PM, cam mackeen <cmackeen@ucsc.edu> wrote:
Hello Kerry,

I understand the sorting and review process is urgent because of the expansion plans for the S & E library, and I do not 
want to hinder your review process. My colleagues and I in the physics department simply want the opportunity to save 
any specific texts from withdrawal that we would take upon ourselves to keep. This includes obscure texts, journals and 
theses, as well as dated texts with antiquated insights. 

I trust your team's review process, and sympathize with the various demands you must meet. The withdrawn texts are set 
aside to be pulped, and we want the chance to look through them, even if it is just a heap of books. We would schedule 
an hour a week to do so before recycle pick-up. In the last few years, I enjoyed perusing and picking neglected books off 
the shelf; I would be grateful for a final opportunity to do so. Thanks for your time and response, and I hope for your 
consideration of this favor.

Regards,

Cameron

On Tue, Jul 19, 2016 at 12:59 PM, Kerry Scott <scottk@ucsc.edu> wrote:

Dear Cameron,
Janet Young forwarded your inquiry to me. The Science & Engineering project is on an 
extremely tight timeline which precludes the possibility of accommodating requests to 
review titles selected for withdrawal.  At this point, much of the S&E collection is still 
actively being reviewed and tagged for: 
• local need onsite, 
• availability within the UC and beyond, 
• need by library shared print archives (JSTOR, UC Shared print, WEST shared print 
archive) 
High use materials are being kept onsite for local use.
best,
Kerry Scott



From: Elizabeth Cowell <mcowell@ucsc.edu>
Date: Thu, Jun 9, 2016 at 9:40 AM
Subject: Science Library news
To: "libstaff-group@ucsc.edu" <libstaff-group@ucsc.edu>

Dear Libstaff,

I am writing to inform you of an important project underway at the Science & Engineering Library. With
the end of finals, we are beginning a major consolidation of the collection which will clear the upper
floor and allow us to add 200 additional seats throughout the library. This will begin to address the
desperate need for study space on campus due to the increase in enrollment this coming fall and
beyond.
More detailed information about the project can be found on this webpage linked to the "collections"
tab from the Library home page at https://library.ucsc.edu/news/se-library-stacks-project-summer-
2016.
The Academic Senate Committee on Library and Scholarly Communication has endorsed our plan as
well as the Deans and EVC Alison Galloway. Kerry Scott and Sarah Troy are leading the work.

One of the exciting results of our work is that the annual Founders Day event will be held in the cleared
space. This is a one time only event that will help jump start our fundraising campaign to renovate the
S&E Library. A save the date message is going out next week for the event which is scheduled for
October 22, 2016. I'm thrilled to have the opportunity to share our vision for the University Library at
UC Santa Cruz with such a broad audience.

Our June all staff meeting is scheduled for Wednesday June 29 at 10am and will be entirely devoted to
discussing the plans for S&E.
Elizabeth
--
Elizabeth Cowell
Richard L. Press University Librarian
Presidential Chair
University Library
UC Santa Cruz

mailto:mcowell@ucsc.edu
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Resolution approved unanimously on Nov. 18





My background includes 16 years as a university librarian  with a 
specialty in collection development.  My own experience concerning 
the transfer and or destruction of library materials was that all parties 
concerned were involved in extensive discussions before any action 
was taken. Was not this the case here ?
Richard L, Press

Our Academic Senate has a Library Committee.  They meet monthly, 
and we consult with them continuously about library objectives, 
strategy and policies concerning our collections and their management 
(as well as other issues of course).  

Yours,
Jeff MacKie-Mason
University Librarian
Chief Digital Scholarship Officer
Professor, School of Information and Professor of Economics
UC Berkeley



Sample list of volumes withdrawn from S&E Library
Source:  University of California Library

    Purpose: Nauenberg  11/14/2016 CPRA request



Librarian criteria for withdrawing books 
from the S&E collection:

Not published or used in the last 5 years,  
or not unique, or duplicated on line

The list of withdrawn volumes provided 
consists of 6190 pages with about 23 volumes/page for

a total of  140,507 volumes

     But according to the Academic Senate Committee on the 
Library and Scholarly Communication,  only about 80,000 

volumes were withdrawn from the S&E library



The list provided by the librarian, 
and circulated to the  faculty, 

consists of all the volumes 
previously in the  S&E library. 

It is not a list of withdrawn 
volumes!!



Physics Books in Withdrawn List Still in the Library(Green)



Sample of unique books (not owned by any other UC 
library) that were withdrawn



Partial list of journal collections left in the S&E library



Vogue  journals  left on stacks in S&E  library



14 rows × (20 volumes/row)
=280 volumes

Vogue  journals
left in S&E library stacks



Fashion Theory journals left in S&E  stacks

1922
Montgo-

mery 
Ward 

Catalog



Book kept in S&E stack Book withdrawn (shredded)



East Asian collection     3 stacks



Scott Oliver
Mar 17 (1 day ago)

to bookreserves, bcc: me

Thank you Gillian.  I'm not sure if that book is in print anymore.
I know it wasn't your decision, so the following is for the head of the library and feel free to 
forward this to her, it needs to be heard.  The cost of replacing all the destroyed books is 
staggering, as science and engineering books are more expensive than ever now.  I'm 
floored that a book that I placed on reserve at least six times over the years was 
destroyed.  I would've been happy to keep that book and many others.  The book 
destruction was a huge loss of knowledge, resources, and a lot of the materials are likely 
irreplaceable.
At any rate, thank you for getting my reserve list ready, I submitted it a little late, last week I 
believe.
Scott

On Fri, Mar 17, 2017 at 8:45 AM, Library Book Reserves <bookrese@ucsc.edu> wrote:
Professor Oliver, 
The reserves unit is happy to purchase any titles that need to be placed on reserve for 
your class. I will be working through your list shortly and will make sure we have all titles 
available to your students by the start of spring quarter. 
Best, 
Gillian Keleher
Reserves Supervisor

mailto:bookrese@ucsc.edu


$ 110 $145



35 stacks × (1,200 volumes/stack) = 42,000 volumes











Proposed lower 
level floorplan

with 9 book stacks

Originally there 
were 55 stacks 
on this level and 
60 stacks in top 

floor

Currently there are
 34 stacks on this level



60 stacks



55 stacks 



Conclusions
The dismantling of 60% of  our Science and Engineering 

Library collection during the past Summer was a hasty and 
ill conceived operation. It was initiated by the request of 
former campus provost and executive vice-chancellor 

Alison Galloway who requested near the end of the past 
Academic year study space in the S&E library for 200 

students.  The faculty was not consulted, and instead, the 
campus librarians developed completely ad-hoc criteria 

that books that had not been checked out during the past 
5 years would be discarded,  without any consideration of 
their content or value.  But complete collections of numerous journals that are now on-line, were left on the library stacks, occupying now about half of 

the space that would have been available to preserve valuable books


